
SONNET - TO SCIENCE

Science! true daughter of Old Time thou art!
Who alterest all things with thy peering eyes.

Why preyest thou thus upon the poet's heart,
Vulture, whose wings are dull realities?

How should he love thee? or how deem thee wise,
Who wouldst not leave him in his wandering

To seek for treasure in the jewelled skies,
Albeit he soared with an undaunted wing?

Hast thou not dragged Diana from her car?
And driven the Hamadryad from the wood

To seek a shelter in some happier star?
Hast thou not torn the Naiad from her flood,

The Elfin from the green grass, and from me
The summer dream beneath the tamarind tree?

[1829-1843]
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[ALONE]

From childhood's hour I have not been
As others were - I have not seen
As ~thers saw - ~oull! n01 bring
My passions from a common spring 
From the same source !.~~El_~Qt taken
My sorrow - I could not awaken
Myneaii-to joy at the same tone 
And all I lov'd - I lov'd alone -
Then - in my childhood - in the dawn
Ofa most stormy life - was drawn
From evry depth of good and ill
The mystery which binds me still 
From the torrent, or the fountain 
From the red cliff of the mountain 
From the sun that 'round me roll'd
In its autumn tint of gold -
From thelig1itn:f~g1~Jhesky
As it pass;d ill; flying by -
From the thunder,and-the SJ;9.IDl 
And the cloud that took the form-,
(When the rest of Heaven was blue)
Of a ~~~!~ in myview-:::=------->

[1829]
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THE CITY IN THE SEA

Lo! Death has reared himself a throne
In a strange city lying alone
Far down within the dim West,
Where the good and the bad and the worst and

the best
Have gone to their eternal rest.
There shrines and palaces and towers
(Time-eaten towers that tremble not!)
Resemble nothing that is ours.
Around, by lifting winds forgot,
Resignedly beneath the sky
The melancholy waters lie.

No rays from the holy heaven come down
On the long night-time of that town;
But light from out the lurid sea
Streams·up the turrets silently ,.
Gleams up the pinnacles far and free
Up domes - up spires - up kingly halls - ...
Up fanes -up Babylon-like walls-
Up shadowy long-forgotten bowers
Of sculptured ivy and stone flowers 
Up many and many a marvellous shrine
Whose wreathed friezes intertwine
The viol, the violet, and the vine.

Resignedly beneath the sky
The melancholy waters lie.
So blend the turrets and shadows there
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That all seem pendulous in air,
While from a proud tower in the town
Death looks gigantically down.

There open fanes and gaping graves
Yawn level with the luminous waves;
But not the riches there that lie
In each idol's diamond eye -
Not the gaily-jewelled dead
Tempt the waters from their bed;
For no ripples curl, alas!
Along that wilderness of glass 
No swellings tell that winds may be
Upon some far-off' happier sea-
No heavings hint that winds have been
On seas less hideously serene.

But 10, a stir is in the air!
The wave - there isa movement there!
As if the towers had thrust aside,
In slightly sinking, the dull tide -
As if their tops had feebly given
A void within the filmy Heaven.
The waves have now a redder glow
The hours are breathing faint and low~
And when, amid no earthly moans,
Down, down that town shall settle hence,
Hell, rising·from a thousand thrones,
Shall do it reverence.

[1831-1845]
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["DEEPIN EARTH"]

Deep in earth my love is lying
And I must weep alone.

[1847]
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TOM.L.S-

Of all who hail thy presence as the morning
Of all to whom thine absence is the night 
The blotting utterly from out high heaven
The sacred sun - of all who, weeping, bless

thee
Hourly for hope - for life - ah! above all,

.For the resurrection of deep-buried faith
In Truth - in Virtue - in Humanity
Of all who, on Despair's unhallowed bed
Lying down to die, have suddenly arisen
At thy soft-murmured words, "Let there be'

light!"
At the soft-murmured words that were fulfilled
In the seraphic glancing of thine eyes -
Of all who owe thee most - whose gratitude
Nearest resembles worship - oh, remember
The truest -,- the most fervently devoted,
And think that these weak lines are written by

hOO-
By him who, as he pens them, thrills to think
His spirit is communing with an angel's.

[1847J
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Pope? Nope.
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Stopping by 'lloods on a Snowy Evening

BY ROBERT PROST

Whose woods these are I think I know.

His house is in the village, though;

He will not see me stopping here

To watch his woods fill up vvith snow.

l\!ly little horse must think it queer

To stop without a farmhouse near

Betw~en the woods and frozen lake

The darkest evening of the year.

He gives his harness bells a shake

To ask if there is some mistake.

The only other sound's the sweep

Of easy wind and downy flake.

The woods are lovely, dark., and deep,

But I have prornises to keep,

And miles to go before I sleep,

And miles to go before I sleep.
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Napoleon's Men

The clacking of horse hooves
against the wood of the bridge
is the only warning.
The soldiers' coattails
fall like skirts· over the animals' haunches.
If the men were once holy
they do not think ofit now.
They have come to follow
a simple instruction.
The insistence of the animals' feet.
The smell of horsehair is their only
comfort. When the blood falls
as it must, it laces itself through the packed snow.
The elaborate encounter of opposites.
The colonel thinks first of a woman, tucking
an open rose behind her ear. And then
the small face of the general, stamped
onto a new coin. Now the horses
are capsizing':"-majestic galleons
steered into the wrath of winter's sea.
The men retreat into the snow of the forest
and build an enormous fire
to eat
the only animal that ever loved them.

MAG-AZ(rVE

Napoleon's Horses

We thought we had carried
the gods on our backs.
We saw a small detail
rearrange itself
at the edge of the landscape
while the gods were talking
loudly about their women.
If they were gods
then we are now gods.
A door opened in the fire
and we galloped through.
If they, then we.
We, who are now
carried in the saddle of their flesh.
We,whosaw
a landscape shift and galloped
silently toward it.

l 55 ue 40.2
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RobertBanksFoster

The Farther Shore
for Allisan

How do I see the farther shore?
The farther shore of an infinite garden.
You are not the caricature of a shore
the shore of an apostle of apostrophes
or shores of a hundred perfect rules.

You brought me to abundant shores.
To places where lines cannot be drawn.
The blowing wave at the shore.
The life-splashed rock at the shore.
The line of infinite circumference.

We would be only the outline we are, if not
for time in which we move.
The shore remakes itself.
The garden where all gardens meet.
The long shoreline catching moving water.

CynaraGeissler

Want You

It's cool if you never remember
either of my middle names
or that I loathe ketchup
anywhere near my eggs.

I won't take it personally
if you're hours late
for our wedding ceremony
or fail to pick me up
after major surgery.

Stay for the weekend?
Ain't no thang.
Your bong-huffing

wine-swilling
plate-hurling mother

could move into
our bedroom
for all I'd care,

just as long as when
we're together
you want me the way
that German pigeon wanted
the Kaiser roll wedged in the tram track
on that sweltering Tuesday in July 2002,
so intent on drawing me out
and into you
that only a speeding streetcar
could knock you sideways
and even then
just barely.
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You don't expect them so far north,

these tenders of cabbage. Vikings

yes, their consuming lusts, sacking

the land for all it's worth,

leaving in their doleful wake

shards of oar and sail, ironic

burial-mound inscriptions, runic,

crude: This place would take

even snooty Ingebotg down a notch

or two. Let the grey friars plant

to excess, then prune to scant

numbers; or lean on shovels, watch

sodden as squat bay ships arrive

to take on water, provisions,
men. The storm, its latest revisions

of the coastline, reveals a hive

of underground activity.

Did neolithic warrens house

your smoke-stained forebears, espouse

communal living? Piety

in stark relief: standing stones

are history's broken teeth. Seeds

germinate, the Armada bleeds

north in disarray, Neptune's"throne
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witnesses the orchestral descent

of the Kaiser's fleet. Italian

prisoners of war imagine
freedom, baroque, in the rent

veil of a painted Quonset's Sistine

grace. And you, authorial stance

eroded by impish time, chance

on cabbage, blue, crisp, cool, pristine.
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skara Brae

I was gathering dried dung

and driftwood for the hearth

when I saw the great tree

snagged on a string of rocks

offshore, its branches tall

as god-stones, thJ?ust up

out of the water. My basket

safe on high ground, I shed

my skins and waded out

for a closer look. I'd spent

first light three steps

behind Yold, placing seeds

into the shallow furrows

his ard cut in the moist

earth. I made a joke

about our reversed roles

he didn't understand.

Yold is lame, the gash

on his leg from the jagged

flagstone slow to heal.

I stanched the flow of blood
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with the flesh of a puffball,

then applied fermented

leaves. I admire the way

he uses his injury to justify

the afternoons inside,

away from women

and cabbages, grinding

tools from whalebone,

gannet's leg. I gather eggs

from shag and guillemot

with his sisters, lie in wait

for otter, for him. Yold, Yold,

I think, watching the seventh

wave break, you've no idea,

none. The ancients

I consulted say your eyes

will open with the solstice;

meanwhile, I bide my time,

scan the sea for secrets.

Water presses close

against my skin, insinuates

itself Something's

in the branches that I can't

identifY, half out of the water

- a longish bundle bound

with rawhide straps. I must

secure the tree, its wood

so rare and precious,
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though instinct tells me

I should let it go,

that it brings death. All

migrations start with wood,

skop says, wood enough

to build a boat. Water's

deep; my only recourse

now's to swim. What closes

on my leg as I apprQach,

drags ~e under? I struggle

hard against the lack

of air. From underneath

the tree seems full of faces,

father's, Yold's, others.

My foot tangled in weed,

submerged branches. I know

this icy lover wants me

dead. I can't give up, my

face and mouth contorted

in a grimace. My hands

thrash out, something solid

to haul myself upwards.

Fingers clamp, at last,

on what they need, legs

kick free, my head bursts

gasping into air, blue with cold,

with birthing. Objects

I thought faces only shags
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lifting off into the grey

sky. I'm being towed ashore

by Yold, his sister, my arms

in a death grip around

the infant cradled in its sack

of skin, skull the shape and

colour of a puffball.

HOlV I Was Laul1cbeo

Mother was a McGregor from Inverness,

a beanpole but ambitious. And tough as gorse.

She would not so much turn her head

as swivel her gaze so one eye peered at you

across the bridge of an aquiline nose.

My father was a short almost comic

figure from Exmoor whom she had met

while stationed in the Orkneys. She admired

the way he danced the foxtrot, swallowed

his vowels. His natural vulgarity

survived military service unscathed.

As a teenager I would nickname them

Jiggs and Maggie after the cartoon

characters, Maggie the great pretender

and social climber, Jiggs the constant

embarrassment with his top hat, cigar,

and bad manners, who was always ducking

out to eateries in Boston for a snack

of corned beef and cabbage. My father

finally persuaded her to sleep with him
in the summer of 1919 in a small cottage



Your Boyfriend Likes to Play.

Video Games and Make You Watch

by Reija Robe.rts

he says,
spend the night

I edit memories

I choose to
spend the night

on
cold pizza

but I'm on a diet this week

I eat three.

I eat memories

I choose to watch

molsonx
tastes the best but

I like gin

Pleading His Case

by Marshall Blood

A bottle from the corner,
he returns to TV screen

Old hurt, bad call
many years travelling,

but he just wanted to dribble
like the pros

Still, he wonders why
they complain so much

He cheers for cheerleaders
and overtime

He remembers his gravel court
pounded down

and the night he hung up
the old rim in the garage
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I don't even like
pepperoni
I'm a vegetarian.

I take off my bra and he
scores

I take off time

but he isn't waiting.

spend the night,
he says

and I choose wanting.

invent memories

I choose to eat
meat 18 19
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Karlene Harvey

"Well, it ain't childhood
'less a fryin pan's thrown at your head".

She tells me

sitting on the yellowed counter
one boot in the sink
pouring the remains
of a broken beer bottle
into a chipped mug

I sit, the quiet drink

scrape dried sugar off the kitchen table
stare past her head
out the window ...

She goes,

"Y'know metal bounces? Even iron."

I had swept the glass shards
into the empty mop bucket
the floor was stuck with booze

"I never threw nothin' that heavy."

linoleum peeled back
where the wall met the floor
jagged like a hangnail

and she slides off the counter
shoes drop, cabinet rattle

"Well, I ain't never had the heart."

a big wide smile
her mouth stretches sideways
one crooked tooth
how these snags become scars
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After the Game

by Rob Taylor

We spill out of B c Place and swamp
Cambie, sloshing to the stop
and-go waves of the constable's
silly orange baton. We squelch
our way across Georgia, traffic backed up
over the ridge. A few of us stop
in front of the armoury to mount
the rusting tank that's been welded
there to remind us of something noble
we don't appreci~tebecause we are drunk,
have time to kill (the SkyTrain platform overflowing)
and have claimed the greatest peak
from which to wave our flags and beat
our liquid chests.
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Poems

Josh Nl3ely

Synesth e s i a Eve n i
aft e r

n 9
A I

Chores
Pur d y

On some mountains
the smell of eucalyptus
is a soft music.
The tumbled air a full bath
inverted-
we fall into it upright.

As I walle I hum the words
to songs in languages
I never knew.
If you were here
we would translate the light
into cadence and voice.

Sometimes the taste of good beer is all
foothills and flooded fields.
Sometimes it is the odor
of the barn my grandfather built
from pine, near a pond
in Georgia.

This poem first appeared in Poetry Now, a monthly journai

from the Sacramento Poetry Center.
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I have had a beer and am going to write
a poem.

I have swept the bathroom floor, and thought about
the setting sun.

About lips, what they mean
when kissed and slightly parted.

I have thought about half-closed eyes.

I have thought, the sun is going down,
or coming up, and should it matter?

I have thought, other bathroom floors have been swept,
mine is but one more.

I thought the beer was very cold
and good.
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And then
he took
my hand,

showed me
how to make
things right.

For him.
But what
about me?

Put it right there.

Yes, just like that.
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~"-irIS Get Screwed

Not that kind of screwed,
what I mean is,
they're always

on the short
end of
things.

The way things work, how
guys feel great, but

make girls feel
cheap for doing

exactly what
they beg

for.

The way they get to play
you, all the while

claiming they
love you and
making you
believe it's

true.
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The way it's okay to gift
their heart one day, a
backhand the next, to
move on to the apricot

when the peach
blushes and

bruises.

These things make me believe
God's a man, after all.
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! Considered That

As I considered my suitcase,
sitting empty and closed on the floor.

Empty and closed like Dad, not quite
hopeless, but not ready to be filled.

Empty and closed like Mom, writing a novel
to create the excitement lacking in her own little life.

Empty and closed like my sister, genetically
locked in a maelstrom of meaningless apologies.

Empty and closed like Lince, hovering in some
frozen netherworld neither sun nor rain could thaw.

Much too much to think about, I unzipped
my American Tourister and started to pack.
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All the way home red and raw, like
my eyes, drained of tears, denied

sleep's healing, staring at the
glare of midday sun in

vibrant blue sky at
20,000 feet.

Red and raw like my belly, not even
McDonald's to soothe its empty

demand ('cause Dad, of course,
cranked it up when he got

home-c-so much for
dinner out).
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Red and raw like my brain, unable
to shut down, thoughts crashing

like electrons orbiting a nucleus
of dueling emotions. Wanting

to stay high. Knowing I
should want to come

down and stay
that way.

the Next Day

Red and raw like my heart, pried
from Adam's, the two beating, no

longer together, but a thousand
miles between them when

only yesterday they
thumped in

unison.

'$ Throbbed
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my
mind.

No
doubt
the

good
If You do still care, Lord, please keep me safe.

had
weightier
things

to
worry
about
than
the

half-
hearted
apology

of
a

crashing
crankster.

And, knowing all these things,
perhaps more intimately
than I ought
to, what did
that make me?
I thought about praying too.
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